“CELEBRATING THE GIRL CHILD”
“Smiling face of every little girl is the signature of God’s presence”
24th January, 2019
National Girl Child Day 2019 has been celebrated on Thursday, 24 th January. The day is
celebrated to illustrate the theme “Empowering Girls for a Brighter Tomorrow.”
And keeping this in view, we the empowered Auxilians had
committed and participated in that great event wholeheartedly. First
of all, The day started with the morning prayers to seek the blessings
of the Almighty. Then, we sang the song “WE CAN ACHIEVE” - “I’ll fly
as high as I want to fly” this song empowers us and makes us realize
that ‘Yes nothing is impossible for us, we can achieve and we will
achieve’.
Women do cry sometimes, sometimes meek and submissive. But once ignited and
motivated , they are much more stronger than men. So, to ignite
and motivate, the thought for the day was given. A short speech
was delivered by Debadatta Biswas and Bidisha Bhaumik, to
empower Woman, who is a full circle , within her is the power to
create , nurture and transform. The speech exposed the real
power of a woman to change the world in a better way. Priya
Debbarma (our school vice captain) updated us with the current and latest news
headlines. There is a lot of difference between the primitive and the modern society in
terms of woman education, their upbringing and their freedom to choose their career, our
school students; Sohani and Sristi highlighted the practical issues wonderfully . This was
followed by honouring ceremony; roses were given to our all the beloved sisters, a lady
teacher, a student representative and a female support staff representative, as a token of
love, respect and gratitude for their tireless dedication and commitment.
Our beloved Director Sr. Celine D’cunha’s motivating, inspiring magical words, “Not only
we who received the roses, but also you, my dear Auxilians
....You are our future, you are our Auxilians....You are smart,
classy and empowered, future generation needs empowered and
strong girls like u. It’s your day, the day for all the girls, mothers,
ladies and women. Celebrate it...Be Strong “makes us proud as a
girl child. We the girls are more than eye candy and male intentions. The future
generation needs us and it is our duty to walk hand in hand and empower each other.
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